Quicker Bonus Release, New Themes And Other Exciting Options Introduced By Classic Rummy
Classic Rummy introduces a new bonus release model along with many new options like choice of themes,
continuous updates on the game and the option to turn sounds on and off.
Online PR News â€“ 27-November-2013 â€“ Classic Rummy, India's favorite rummy site has made playing
on the site even more convenient and definitely more fun. There have been many changes made on the site
that make the whole playing experience smoother and also more rewarding.
Â
The New Bonus Release Model: Where players had to wager 4X of the amount they have deposited to get
the total Cash Bonus they get on depositing the amount in four portions, now all they have to do is wager Rs.
500 to get a bonus release of Rs.100. The bonus keeps getting released to you at the rate of Rs.100 for
every Rs.500 you wager until the bonus amount is exhausted. The whole model not only makes the amount
you have to wager to win the bonus much lower, but the whole model is simpler and quicker.
Â
Bored Of Playing With The Same Background? Then you don't have to be bored any more; Classic Rummy
presents to you two new and exciting option. All you need to do is go to options and select the theme.
Â
Switching Game Sounds On And Off: The sound effects that accompany the game add to the thrill of playing,
but in case you want to switch them off while playing, now Classic Rummy provides you with the option to do
so.
Â
Game Summary: Did you feel that you had to rely on your memory to recall details of the game or that
keeping track of the moves made by you and other players is difficult? Well, you need not concern yourself
any more! Classic Rummy has come up with an option that will provide you the table game summary as you
play. This button has been placed right next to the chat option in corner of the table.
Â
About
Classic Rummy is a leading Rummy hosting site that offers 9 exciting variants of 13 cards rummy. These
include Pool, Points and Tournament rummy games in both fun and cash versions. The gaming here is safe
and secure and backed by great customer support. Offers for rummy players include Double Welcome Bonus
on first two purchases, bonus on every purchase, Coupon Codes for extra bonus, referral bonuses and
special festive offers.
Â
Visit https://www.classicrummy.com to get started.
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Â
Check out all promotions at: https://www.classicrummy.com/online-rummy-promotions?link_name=CR-518
Â
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